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TRENCHLESS CONSTRUCTION AND PVC PIPE GO HAND IN HAND 

T renchless construction has become increasingly popular 
as a more cost-effective pipe installation method that 

minimises disruption to street traffic, driveways and  
landscaping. However, many engineers and municipal  
officials are not entirely certain which kind of pipe is best 
suited for trenchless applications. 

Though there are a wide variety of materials from which 
to choose, the choices are usually narrowed to two  
prominent pipe material groups: thermoplastic and metallic 
pipe. While it is certainly true that there is a place for all of 
these pipe products, it is a good idea to take a close look at 
certain factors in order to properly evaluate the options 
available. These factors include: performance, reputation, 
compatibility with existing utilities, pressure handling  
capacity, joint integrity, and agency approvals. Comparing 
pipe materials with these factors in mind will allow end  
users to make more informed decisions and select the pipe 
product that gives optimum performance during installation 
and after the new system goes online.  

In this article, the author will evaluate properties of  
thermoplastic pipe - specifically restrained-joint polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe 
- and metallic pipe. Through this, it is intended to  
demonstrate why PVC pipe can be a suitable choice for trenchless construction applications. First a 
rundown on the performance track records of the pipe materials. 

Performance Reputation: Metallic pipe has been used for many years for water and wastewater 
infrastructures, but it has become notorious for its susceptibility to corrosion, which can be a major 
liability. Most reported leaks in pressurised water systems occur in corroded metal pipe, wasting 
billions of litres of treated water at a significant cost to municipalities, water companies and  
homeowners. Thermoplastic materials, on the other hand, are immune to galvanic corrosion because 
they are non-conductors, and are immune to electrochemical reactions caused by acids, bases and 
salts. PVC, one of the most widely used thermoplastic materials, has an impressive track record for 
longevity, durability, low maintenance and ease of assembly. In diameters of 4 in (100 mm) and 
larger, about two-thirds of new buried water pipe and at least three-quarters of new buried sanitary 
sewer pipe laid in the USA today is PVC.  

In the trenchless industry, the first non-metallic, fully corrosion-resistant PVC restrained-joint 
piping system was introduced in the late 1980s. The piping system is based on a spline-lock concept 
developed by CertainTeed Corporation in the 1970s. The CertainTeed® Certa-Lok™ system is  
performance-proven not only in directional drilling applications, with millions of metres  
successfully installed, but also in other demanding applications. These include above- and below-
ground mining, agricultural irrigation, and deep water wells.  

 
PROJECTS USING PVC PIPE 
Today, restrained-joint pipe PVC pipe continues to help advance trenchless construction all over the 
world, and the benefits do not stop with corrosion resistance. For example, the municipality of  

Thomas Township, Michigan. USA recently relied on 
trenchless technology to install a sanitary sewer  
pressure main consisting of 12,700 ft (3,870 m) of 
Certa-Lok restrained-joint PVC pipe. For this project, 
the proposed pipeline passed along a particularly busy 
highway and was surrounded by other underground 
utility lines. Using directional drilling with restrained-
joint PVC pipe greatly minimised both disruption to  
motorists and other problems associated with  
conventional open trench projects. As with numerous 
other areas of commerce and high-traffic locations that 
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A 16in (406 mm) diameter  
Certa-Lok C905/RJ pipe being  
installed in a re-use water system 
in Edgewater, Florida, USA. 

The Certa-Lok restrained-joint PVC pipe system is 
easily assembled with no special tools. 
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need water main and sewer repairs, this area of Thomas 
Township could not afford the disruption to daily routines 
that open trench work would have created. 

Compatibility with Existing Utilities: Since most of the 
water and sewer pipelines being installed in the USA are 
PVC, it is natural for a city to want to stick with proven  
materials when considering pipeline replacements or  
extensions using directional drilling processes. Keeping the 
system exclusively PVC makes line work much easier, as 
conventional utility components that the city already owns 
can be used. Water and sewer projects involving other  
pipe materials, such as HDPE, require municipalities to  
purchase and stock new equipment and fittings to service 
the ‘non-standard’ pipe.  

Pressure Handling: One of the first considerations in the 
product evaluation phase of a project is to look at pressure 
ratings of competing plastic pipe products. Using a  
consistent 2:1 safety factor, as per American Water Works 
Association (AWWA) standards, higher-strength PVC  
requires a much thinner wall than HDPE, the most common 
alternative thermoplastic material, in order to achieve the 
same pressure rating. Because of this, a smaller diameter of 
PVC pipe can often be used, creating real cost savings for 
the owner. For example, a water main extension project in 
the village of Lithopolis, Ohio, was able to use 8 in (200 
mm) diameter Certa-Lok restrained-joint PVC pipe, where it 
would have had to use a 10 in (250 mm) diameter HDPE pipe to get the same flow performance. 
This lowered costs for the Village and enabled directional drillers to make smaller bores and take up 
less space. Comparing common sizes and pressure ratings, PVC will have a larger inside diameter, 
which results in significantly improved flow performance and efficiency.    

Joint Integrity: For most installations, this is rarely a governing factor, as both fused HDPE/PVC 
joints and mechanically restrained joints have sufficient strength for most pulls. In addition, when 
properly assembled, both fused and gasketed restrained-joint systems are leak-free and have the 
required pressure integrity. So, with all these similarities, what is the difference between restrained-
joint PVC and HDPE pipe? The main difference is the time and cost involved in fusing joints, which 
requires special equipment and trained operators. Furthermore, the entire string of fused pipe needs 
to be joined before pullback starts. In many urban and crowded areas, there is not always the room 
to do this. Even if there is, long lengths of streets and driveways can end up getting blocked. With 
modern mechanical spline-lock joints, assembly of 20 ft (6 m) long or shorter sections takes place as 
the pullback continues, which causes considerably less traffic disruption, and requires a much 
smaller staging area. This feature is particularly important where the installation method involves 
lowering pipe into a deep, narrow pit. In these cases, gasketed restrained-joint PVC pipe is often a 
more practical option. 

Agency Approvals: As many US water systems have hydrants, approval of the pipe for use in  
fire-protection systems is critical. Check to make sure that the pipe being considered has been tested 
and is approved by the recognised certifying agencies, typically Underwriters Laboratory (UL) in 
the USA.  

Applications: Restrained-joint PVC has been successfully used for both water projects and  
sanitary sewer systems. PVC pipe is the product of choice for applications where specifications  
require a precise grade, owing to its superior rigidity and beam strength as compared to alternative 
plastic pipes. Restrained joint PVC pipe is also being used increasingly in static pipebursting, as 
fused and strung-out pipe is often not compatible with the deep-pit space constraints common with 
this construction method and many owners simply prefer to stick with PVC in their systems.  
Furthermore, with the countless documented successes in water and sewer applications, the industry 
has gone on to develop restrained-joint PVC for telecommunications and electrical projects as well.  

PVC pipe has demonstrated a solid 50 year history throughout North America, and manufacturers 
are committed to introducing new and innovative products for our industry. When evaluating the 
options, it is easy to see that PVC pipe and trenchless construction can go hand in hand. Website: 
www.certainteed.com (Many thanks to Steve Gross, Director of Marketing for CertainTeed’s Pipe 
division for production of this article.) 
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An 8 in (200 mm) CertaFlo 
Greenline pipe is successfully  
installed using pipebursting  
methods in Brownwood, Texas, 
USA. 
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ISTT APPOINTS NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

T he International Society for Trenchless 
Technology (ISTT) recently announced the 

appointment of John Hemphill as Executive  
Director, ISTT, to succeed John Castle,  
Executive Secretary, from 1 June 2008.   
Hemphill currently serves as Executive Director 
of the North American Society for Trenchless 
Technology (NASTT), a position he has held 
since 2000. The NASTT is one of the largest 
national societies affiliated to the ISTT which, 
under Hemphill’s guidance, has consolidated its 
position as the leading trenchless technology 
organization in the region. Hemphill, with an eye 
on further growth in the civil engineering utilities 
sector, has expanded the educational services 
which the NASTT provides and has established 
the annual North American No-Dig Show as the 
major trenchless event for the underground  
utility community of North America.  

Hemphill has over 35 years’ experience in 
management and policy analysis in the fields of engineering and energy. He was Executive Director 
of the Business Council for Sustainable Energy where he advocated clean energy solutions at  
international forums on behalf of a U.S. ‘not-for-profit’ association of businesses. At the  
International Energy Agency (IEA) in Paris, France, he served as Assistant Director for Energy  
Policy, working with energy officials of member countries to promote sound energy policies. 

Hemphill is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and NASTT. He holds  
undergraduate and graduate degrees in Civil Engineering in the U.S. from the University of  
Oklahoma and the University of Maryland, respectively. He resides in Alexandria, Virginia, U.S.A. 

Hemphill replaces John Castle who is entering retirement after 10 years as ISTT Executive  
Secretary. Hemphill will join the ISTT full time in June at the ISTT International Board meeting in 
Moscow when he will have completed his hand over to his successor at the NASTT. John Castle 
will continue with the ISTT through August to assist in the transition.  

The International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT) is a not for profit organisation  
registered as a Charity and a Company, Limited by Guarantee, in London. The ISTT was founded in 
1986 to promote and encourage the use of trenchless technologies for the installation and upkeep of 
buried utility services, without unnecessary excavation. It has an international membership of some 
3100 members, derived from 21 national Affiliated Societies. Website: www.istt.com 
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 RAMMED PIPE EXCHANGE UNDER A HIGHWAY 

R ecently, a project was required to 
complete a pipe-exchange under 

the main highway between Damman 
and Riyadh, Saudi Arabia where an 
installed 760 mm (30 in) diameter  
sacrificial steel casing was to be  
replaced with a new steel 760 mm (30 
in) diameter oil pipeline over a length 
of 110 m. 

The client for the project was 
Aramco Oil Company, Saudi Arabia 
with the main contractor for the work 
being Faysal M. Qahtani Sons Co. for 
Trading & Contracting, which has its 
head office in Al-Rakhah and  
Al-Khoba. 

The trenchless sub-contractor  
appointed to completed the pipe ram 
installation was Ian Logan of  
Directional Drilling, which has offices 
in Bahrain and Al-Khobar in the KSA. 

Ian Logan of Directional Drilling working in the ‘Middle East’ contacted TT-UK to seek advice 
and recommendations on Pipe Ramming technology. With project details and an overview of the 
proposed pipe installation understood, TT-UK soon realised, utilising the company’s many years of 
experience and knowledge of the region, that this was a task for the ‘powerful’ Taurus (450 mm 
diameter) Grundoram machine. 

After further consultation, discussions and a subsequent order, the Grundoram equipment was 
quickly prepared and shipped to Damman followed by a TT-UK engineer to assist in the  
commissioning of the Taurus on site. 

 
INSTALLTION 
The total length of the specially coated, steel oil pipeline that was to be installed under the highway 
was 110 m. The pipe ram would take place through sand soils.  

The sacrificial (dummy) steel casing pipe was to be rammed out (the pipe had previously installed 
using the Augur Bore method) by welding new 12 m long individual steel pipe lengths to the 
‘existing’ sacrificial pipe. A specially fabricated reinforced steel pipe-pup was also utilised to allow 
the attachment of the Grundoram ‘Taurus’ to the set up whilst preventing damage to the new steel 
oil pipeline during the ramming process. 

After each 12 m pipe length was installed the next length was lowered into position for welding, a 
process which was followed by an X-Ray of the joint which, once approved, was then epoxy coated. 

Average pipe-ramming speeds were in excess of 24 m per/hour excluding stoppages between 
welding and preparation. The client was delighted with the powerful performance of the Taurus and 
indicated it would be used on many under-road crossings which need to be carried out in the Middle 
East in the future. Website: www.tracto-technik.com 

 
 
 
 

IMPACT HAMMER TECHNOLOGIES 
For General Information on Impact Hammer Technologies click here 
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The Taurus Grundoram during its under-road  
ramming operation beneath the Damman to Riyadh 
Highway in Saudi Arabia. 
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MAJOR STEP FORWARD IN WATER TRUNK MAINS  
CLEANING TECHNOLOGY 

F astflow Pipeline Services Ltd 
offers over 16 years experience 

working as a main contractor on 
network rehabilitation, repair and 
maintenance and new development 
contracts throughout the UK, and 
specialist rehabilitation projects in a 
number of countries in Europe. This 
experience includes work in all  
utility sectors including: clean water, 
wastewater, gas, electrical, multi-
utility and trenchless utility services. 
Fastflow has developed into a 
unique utilities infrastructure service 
provider with a flexible operation 
that allows it to react quickly to any 
client special requirements or  
projects. This capability has been proven over the past year with the company’s response to a  
requirement from Northumbrian Water Ltd in relation to its need for an effective, environmentally-
friendly water trunk main cleaning technique. 

In 2007, Northumbrian Water Ltd invited a number of civil engineering/infrastructure service  
providers to attend trials to establish the effectiveness of their trunk mains cleaning technology. The 
remit for the technology was that it needed to effectively clean not less than 500 m of pipeline with 
a minimum of costly interventions; use a non-abrasive cleaning method with minimal water usage 
and sound environmental credentials. The system also had to be flexible to cope with varying pipe 
conditions and site requirements; be able to deal with pipes manufactured from a range of different 
materials and types of linings and be effective in pipes from 380 mm (15 in) to 1,250 mm (49 in) 
diameter. 

Given its experience of the systems available at that time, Fastflow made a submission to 
Northumbrian Water Ltd based on the development of a new high pressure/low volume jetting  
system capable of cleaning a 500 m section of main in a single pass, which it believed would meet 
all the required criteria, something which existing systems could not effectively do. 

With acceptance of the submission by Northumbrian Water, Fastflow then embarked on a 9 month 
development programme which culminated in the launch of the company’s new Water Trunk Mains 
Cleaning system. 

 
NEW DESIGN 
The new Trunk Main Cleaning equipment differs significantly from systems currently on the  
market. In terms of water usage, the new system utilises as little as 10% of the water volume  
required by most existing systems. This in turn means that the impact of the used water on the  
environment is greatly reduced and also eliminates the need for major settling lagoon structures on 
site which are commonly associated with traditional pigging techniques. 

The ‘patent applied for’ modular design enables the cleaning system to be quickly and easily 
adapted to operate effectively in pipe diameters from 380 mm (15 in) up to 1,250 mm (49 in). The 
spray head is equipped with a unique centralising system, ensuring the spray head rotates along the 
central pipe axis regardless of any changes in pipe diameter. The spray head is equipped with a  

variable number of high pressure/low volume 
spray nozzles, the number of which is varied 
according the nature of the pipe being cleaned 
and the extent and type of debris to be removed. 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Positioning the cleaning head into the pipeline. 

A typical site set up for a cleaning operation 
using the Fastflow Trunk Main cleaning  
system. 
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The spray heads are located on arms around a 
power-driven rotating hub which, by means of 
the self centring system, enable the spray nozzles 
to be positioned consistently in very close  
proximity to the inner pipe wall thereby  
maximising the cleaning ability of the high  
pressure water. The system is also designed to 
divert any residual water in the invert away from 
the spray head path as cleaning proceeds to  
ensure that maximum spray impact is maintained 
around the full pipe circumference, ensuring total 
effective cleaning of the pipe. 

The spray head assembly is towed through the 
pipeline by an umbilical reeling system via a 
slow-motion drive unit which enables the operator to maintain a steady and continuous, finitely-
controlled advance rate to prevent any ringing or rifling effects in the cleaning. 

The overall system is highly controllable with infinitely variable flow rate, pressure, spray head 
rotation speed and advance rate, thereby guaranteeing maximum cleaning efficiency. The spraying 
process is remotely monitored using an on-board infra-red CCTV camera whilst in operation to 
maintain this high level of control and cleaning efficiency. 

As well as the spray cleaning head itself, one of the main challenges to the whole process that had 
to be overcome in cleaning lengths of this magnitude was that of installing the winch cable or 
‘bond’ that would enable the control umbilical of the spray unit to be placed in the pipe prior to 
cleaning. Whereas on smaller diameter pipes a compressed air driven pig could be used for this  
purpose on larger diameter pipes the H&S requirements effectively made this approach prohibitive. 
So, in association with the development of the new cleaning head, Fastflow also developed a new 
four-wheel drive robot unit or ‘bond firing device’ with the capacity to operate in a fully submerged 
pipe whilst installing up to 1,000 m of bond, thereby totally eliminating access difficulties. 

 
TESTING 
Having developed the new system over just 9 months, bringing together all of the company’s  
experience in the pipe cleaning field, it was put through the Northumbrian Water site trial regime in 
August 2007. 

As part of this trial, the system was required to clean two (2) sections of 914 mm (36 in) diameter 
water main of approximately 500 m length (although in the event one section was actually closer to 
620 m long – which in practice did not pose a problem to the system). Both the 620 m and the sec-
ond 450 m long sections were successfully and thoroughly cleaned within the timescale allotted by 
Northumbrian Water and to such an extent that Fastflow was asked by Northumbrian Water to util-

ise its new system to clean a further 3.2 km of 36 in 
diameter trunk main. This work was also very  
successfully completed. 
Initial tests carried out on the mains prior to  
re-commissioning have yielded results on the water 
quality well within Northumbrian Water’s  
specifications for permissible concentration of Iron, 
Aluminium and Manganese. 
 
NEW SERVICE 
Fastflow is now launching its new highly cost-
effective, efficient, environmentally sound Trunk Main 
Cleaning service country-wide with the confidence 
that it will bring to water companies across the UK a 
new and previously unachievable level of asset  
management to water trunk mains operations. 

Commenting on the new Trunk Main Cleaning  
system for Fastflow Neil Armstrong, Managing  

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Cleaning commences. 

A typical 36 in diameter pipeline before cleaning 
(top), with (bottom) the cleaned pipe after the Trunk 
Main Cleaning system has passed through. 
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Director, said: “Fastflow has made a significant investment into the development of this system, we 
are therefore delighted with the success we have had with the initial trial and the subsequent work 
completed. We believe we can offer water companies throughout the UK a unique and innovative 
solution to water trunk mains cleaning, a view supported by the level of interest already being  
expressed by clients.” Website: www.fastflow.co.uk 

 
 

THERMOPIPE® SYSTEM RENOVATES PRESSURE PIPES ACROSS THE 
UK AND BEATS SCHEDULES 
Insituform rehabilitates 1,720 m of 12 inch (300 mm) diameter water main in just 8 days using 
Thermopipe® technology. 

I nsituform Technologies Ltd (ITL) offers as part 
of its extensive pipe rehabilitation portfolio the 

Thermopipe® system. Currently offered under the 
newly created Insituform Blue division,  
Thermopipe® is one of a number of specialist lining 
products used by the company for rehabilitation of 
pressure pipe networks. 

A recent project carried out by ITL for client  
Severn Trent Water in association with Severn 
Trent’s main contractor, Balfour Beatty (Civil and 
Specialist Engineering and Services division) has 
highlighted just how effective the Thermopipe®  
system can be on water main rehabilitation projects. 
 
PERRYFIELD ROAD 
The project in question comprised the rehabilitation 
of some 1,720 m of 12 in (300 mm) diameter water 
main in the Perryfield Road area of Bromsgrove, to 
the south of Birmingham. The rehabilitation was 
necessary because the pipeline had, over time,  
required a number of repairs to be undertaken on 
this particular section of pipe. 

The main itself comprised a straight run of  
pipeline with the advantage that there were no  
service connections to be made on the pipe. Given 
this situation the project might not normally be seen 
a ‘rehab’ project of significant interest, given that  
rehabilitation is now a major tool in the armoury of 
most water companies. What make this project so 
significant is its timescale. 

ITL started work on the Thermopipe® lining operations on 20 Feb, 2008 with a due date for  
completion of 21 March. As it turned out this timeframe was a little more than required. Excellent 
co-operation between Severn Trent, Balfour Beatty and ITL enabled the full 1,720 m of water main 
to be completely rehabilitated and restored to service in just eight (yes 8) working days. This just 
shows that effective planning, co-operation between the various involved parties, the use of an  
experienced rehabilitation contractor and the immediate provision of materials from ITL which is 
also the provider of the Thermopipe® product, can come together to give massive savings in time, 
effort and cost. In all, 7 individual Thermopipe® liner installations were completed on the project, 
valued at around £200,000, with the best production rate being 380 m installed in two shots in a 
single day. 

This combined effort has enabled the client to bring its rehabilitated main back into full service 
well ahead of its expected schedule. This in turn has meant a very significant reduction in disruption 
to local residents, businesses and the usual significant traffic flows experienced in the area, which 
might otherwise have occurred over the longer, scheduled timeframe. 

Commenting on the project Nigel McGuinness, Acting Mains Renewal Manager, for Severn Trent 
Water said: “Using conventional techniques, the disruption to traffic and local residents would have 
been too great. This solution allowed an effective and environmental solution to a difficult project.” 
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The Thermopipe® liner is supplied to the 
Perryfield site on a pipe coil for easy  
application into the host pipe under  
renovation.  
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David Wilson, Regional Manager for Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions commented: “The project 
had to be completed within a very short timescale and I was impressed with the professionalism and 
commitment of all involved.” 
For ITL John Beech, Business Development Manager, said: “We were extremely pleased to be able 
to bring this project to a close on such a quick timescale. We were able to achieve this due to our 
position as both contractor and materials provider which, alongside our 30+ years of experience in 
the sector, is one of our biggest advantages in the UK renovation industry. Being able to ensure that 
materials are available as and when required, without the need to rely on third party providers puts 
us in a very string position when it comes to project completion. The massive time saving on the 
Perryfield Road project was however only possible because of the excellent co-operation between 
ourselves, Balfour Beatty and Severn Trent to ensure that the work site were all ready and waiting 
for the renovation installations when they were needed. Praise must also be given to the Insituform 
crew, which included Dave Gascoigne, Graham Dobie, Garry Farrel and Lawrence McGovern  
without whose efforts this project could not have been completed in record time. If only all projects 
could run as smoothly!” The project was also nominated for a UKSTT Project of the Year Award. 
 
THE THERMOPIPE® SYSTEM 
The Thermopipe® system is a polyester reinforced, polyethylene structural lining system that offers 
major advantages for the rehabilitation of pressure mains. The liner system stops leakage by  
bridging and sealing holes and faulty joints; Improves the quality of water; Reduces social cost  
because of low foot print and minimal downtime; and is a very cost effective way of extending the 
life of water supply infrastructure systems with its 50 year design life. The system provides an  
independent structural lining with an internal pressure rating of 12 bar (16 bar for 100 mm through 
200 mm diameter). It is available for installations in pipe diameter from 60 to 300 mm. 

One of the major advantages of the system is that it offers the ability to rapidly install up to 300 m 
(1,000 linear feet) in just a few hours whilst being able to negotiate multiple bends in the host  
pipeline, so minimising the need to break down projects into individual straight installation lengths. 

The Thermopipe® system is designed for the rehabilitation of distribution water mains and other 
pressure pipe systems such as sewer force mains, 
fire water mains and industrial pressure  
applications. It is supplied as a factory-folded ‘C’ 
shape liner, which is winched into the host pipe 
from a reel located at one of just two main access 
pits required for an installation. Once winched 
into place, the liner system utilises air pressure 
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The Thermopipe® liner ready to revert into place inside the host pipe (left), with (right) the 
steam application head fitted to one end of the liner to commence the reversion operation. 

Guide rollers ensure the Thermopipe® liner  
enters with host pipe without contact to  
exposed ends which may cause damage to the 
liner. 
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and steam which is applied to the 
inside of the liner to revert it to 
its fully round shape within the 
host pipe. Once inflated and 
heated, the liner forms a close-fit 
within the host pipe, creating a 
jointless, leak-free lining system 
able to carry the full pipe system  
internal design pressure,  
independent of the remaining 
structural strength of the host 
pipe. The installation process is 
simple and most installations can 
usually be completed within an 8 
hour time period. The system 
also carries several recognised 
approvals including:  
 

• Certification by NSF International as complying with the requirements of NSF/ANSI 
Standard 61  

• UK DWI Approval 
• Manufactured under a Quality Management System approved to ISO 9000 

 
CROSSING THE NESS RIVER 
Prior to the Perryfield project, in April 2007, Scottish Water undertook a renovation project in the 
town of Inverness designed to bring back into full service a 100 year old water main running under 
the River Ness. 

The route of the 150 mm (6 in) diameter cast iron pipe runs under the river bed for a distance of 
about 100 m between the Ness Bank Church on the east side of the river and St Andrew’s Cathedral 
on the west side. In 2005, the pipe was taken out of use when it became damaged by, what was  
believed to be, natural movement of the riverbed over previous decades. However, subsequent 
CCTV camera inspection revealed that it would be possible to effectively renovate the water main 
and bring it back into service with minimum expenditure.   

The main water feed across the Ness River was maintained because there are four water separate 
mains that cross the River Ness at various points. The supply network can be adjusted so that  
different parts of Inverness can be fed from either Loch Ashie to the south or Glen Convinth to the 
west.  

For the project, Scottish Water decided to use the tried and tested Thermopipe® system. Project 
manager Jim Rafferty explained: “Rather than replacing the pipe we were able to insert a new one 
inside it. Since taking the main out of service, we have still been able to supply the west side of  
Inverness but it made sense to bring it back into use if it were technically and economically feasible. 
It will provide yet another option for the already robust supply network and could help improve  
water pressure to 286 properties at peak times when households draw large volumes from the  
system.” 

 
MINIMAL DISRUPTION 
At the time of year that the work was to be undertaken, Inverness is a very popular tourist centre in 
Scotland and the town’s riverside is particularly popular. Scottish Water therefore designed its  
programme of work in a way that would minimise disruption not just to the visiting tourists but to 
the town as a whole. This was one of the operational reasons behind the choice of the Thermopipe® 
system as only a small working area was required on the riverbank on the Cathedral side and only a 
minor lane closure was needed on the Ness Bank Church side over the whole of the project duration.  

There was, however, some minor disruption to water supplies in the area during the course of the 
work which took around four weeks to complete. Overall the lining operation was completed  
without any problems other than some minor disruption on the west side of the river where some 
new ductile iron pipe had to be laid.  

In terms of the actual Thermopipe® liner pull in, this operation took just 90 seconds to achieve 
over the 100 m lining run length, with the folded liner being provided off a pipe coil. Overall the 
client was very pleased with how the lining operation was achieved and its ultimate result.  

Looking to the future, Scottish Water is considering a further water main to cross the river and the 
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Steam, applied under pressure, reverts the folded liner to its 
original round shape forcing it against the inside wall of the 
host pipe. Once cooled the re-rounded liner is fixed  
permanently in place and service connections are remade  
using special connectors. 
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Caledonian Canal, which will depend on Highland 
Council’s chosen route to complete the Southern 
Distributor Road which could involve bridges or an 
aqueduct.   

Over the coming three years Scottish Water  
expects to invest £154 million in the Highland 
Council area to maintain already high drinking  
water quality and sewage treatment, lay new  
pipelines and increase capacities to enable the 
growth of communities.  

 
HILDERN PARK 
On another project, this time for client Southern 
Water, working through the water company’s main 
contractor, Holleran Mouchel Parkman Joint  
Venture and as part of the Southern Water K4  
Rising Main Replacement Programme, ITL  
completed another installation using the  
Thermopipe® system at Hildern Park School. 

The pipeline serving the school had experienced a number of burst incidents over previous years 
and was in need of renovation or replacement. However, the location of the existing pipe and its 
routing beneath the school building meant that an open cut option was simply not viable, so a 
trenchless solution was needed. Also, because of the need to maintain flows through the renovated 
pipeline, any solution had to minimise any capacity losses. The solution also had to minimise the 
disruption to the location whilst offering a speedy installation. It was therefore decided to use the 
Thermopipe® system. 

The renovation work comprised two separate pipe lining operations. The pipes in question were of 
asbestos cement construction and at 225 mm diameter, over lengths of 310 m. To minimise  
disruption to the operations of the school the work was scheduled to be completed during the  
summer holiday break. 

In the end, the lining works proceeded without incident. Again the folded liner was pulled into the 
host from a pipe coil trailer, which helped to minimise the working site footprint considerably. 

The advantage of using the Thermopipe® system in this case was that it achieved all the  
requirements of the project in terms of minimum capacity loss, time on site and ultimately longevity 
of the newly restored pipeline without any interruption to the running of the school. 

John Beech, business development manager for ITL, said in respect of the Thermopipe® system: 
“These projects both show just how efficient and versatile the Thermopipe® system can be. This 
product enables our engineers to work with minimum disruption to the local community, whilst  
operating in limited space and to a limited timeframe, which in modern times makes it another very 
powerful part of ITL’s portfolio.” Website: www.insituform.co.uk 

 
 

BISHOPBRIGGS RELINE PROJECT 

A n essential part of the new £35 million school  
development by Morgan Ashurst in Bishopbriggs,  

Glasgow was the design and construction of two separate 
concrete caisson shafts and to reline the existing sewer  
running alongside the full length of the football pitch at 
nearby Thomas Muir high school. 

Extensive planning and organisation began in October 2007 
between Lanes Sewer Renovation division and Donegan 
Civil Engineering to commence the construction of two large 
(9 m deep by 4 m diameter) shafts. 

In order to allow safe access for engineers working down 
the shafts Lanes Sewer Renovation Division prepared several 
method statements and risk assessment documents. A  
purpose built scaffold tower, complete with access ladders, 
was built and a secure working platform was constructed around the shaft entrance to prevent any 
danger of falling. 
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The folded Thermopipe® liner is installed 
directly from a drum into the host pipeline 
on the Hildern Park project.  

The liner arrives at the reception 
shaft stop end on the  
Bishopbriggs lining project.  
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Safety precautions were in place, the workforce organised and briefed, and materials for the  
project arranged, work began on the project starting with a full CCTV Camera survey of the pipe by 
Castlebrae Drainage Services Ltd. 

The set up on site consisted of two lines of 150 mm (6 in) diameter over pumping pipeline (over 
340 m length) being set up to run the entire length of the sewer, with two 150 mm (6 in) submersible 
pumps being run by a 150KVA generator, in addition to the 35 t crane which was needed to lift the 
liner out of the articulated fridge unit and drop it through the inversion ring. 

The use of specialist lifting and storage equipment was implemented by Lanes Reline Division 
engineers in a number of ways including a 16 t fork lift truck, which was required to lift the  
packaged lining material on a 6 m x 2 m pallet from the delivery vehicle, and a specialist articulated 
refrigeration unit, which was set up to store and transport 11,200 l of impregnated liner resin from 
the Lanes Manchester depot to Glasgow. 

It took only 6 hours for the impregnated liner to reach the downstream chamber and with the use 
of Lanes Reline Division specially built ‘stop end’, two 1.5 million BTU boilers were used to heat 
up the 150,000 l of water to 86°C for a total of 14 hours to complete the cure. 

The expertise and experience brought to the project by Lanes Sewer Renovation Division resulted 
in the works being completed three days ahead of the projected schedule. Website: 
www.lanesfordrains.co.uk 
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AMERICAN AUGERS LAUNCHES THE NEW DD-9014 

T he new DD-9014, branded with the  
Astec name but designed, manufactured, 

and made available by America Augers, is a 
self contained drilling system that features a 
field-proven design, mobility and flexibility, 
on the toughest trenchless projects all over 
the world. According to American Augers the 
machine brings with it performance,  
durability, and low down time, the keys to 
profitable operation. 

The standard DD-9014 offers what is 
claimed to be the best design in mid-size 
HDD engineering, as this unit comes with a 
Caterpillar® 230 HP (171.1 kW) C-6.6 Tier 
III Diesel Engine, 40.8 t (90,000 lb)  
maximum Thrust/Pullback, Rack and Pinion, 
(4) Pinion Carriage Drive with Adjustable 
Force Limiter, and 18,300 Nm (13,600 ftlb) 
maximum Rotary Torque, which allows the 
machine to turn larger size reamers on long 
distance bores.  

Other features include, an on-board triplex 
mud pump, a mechanised pipe loading system 
with a working capacity of 110 m (360 ft) of 
on-board pipe with removable pipe baskets 
that each hold 9 pieces of pipe, independent 
hydraulic circuits for thrust/pullback, torque, 
and mud flow, automatic mud shut off and 
blow down valve, and a 760 l/min (200 gal/
min) of mud flow rate. 

Operators will appreciate the DD-9014’s other advantage, as the drill rig is equipped with a  
climate controlled operator’s cabin with both air condition and heat options. The state-of-the-art 
microprocessor control console features an ergonomically designed joystick, mud pressure gauge, 
digital mud flow meter and rotary tachometer, pressure control for rotary and thrust, and among 
other features has variable rotary control. The machine also incorporates a cold start feature where 
an engine air intake pre-heater is standard. 

With safety always being a priority in an American Augers design, the DD-9014 is I-beam circular 
post hold down capable, operates with rear thrust stabilisers, and utilises an ES!Lok exit side lock 
out control, Zap-Alert system, and has a QUIET PAK® noise reduction unit. Website: 
www.americanaugers.com 

 
 

NEW GRUNDODRILL 15N LAUNCHED 

T racto-Technik recently launched the new GRUNDODRILL 15N HDD rig which incorporates a 
powerful combination of the TT Group’s latest technology and worldwide user experience. 

Precision engineered, the GRUNDODRILL 15N’s rigid construction (weight 12,500kg) easily  
handles its 7,000 Nm of torque and 167 kN (16.7 t) of thrust and pullback. During the drilling  
process the rig can be quickly configured using the touch screen control and provide all functions 
with the required power, to suit the toughest ground types, up to the maximum values given. 

The GRUNDODRILL’s dynamic impact unit, provides an additional percussive impact value of 
28 t at a frequency 0-1,500 impacts per minute, keeping the machine drilling, when others might 
fail. This unique patented TT feature provides fast, accurate drilling in the hardest of ground types, 
reducing job times and eliminating lost production due to stall out.  

A facility on the GRUNDODRILL 15N automatically identifies a full or empty bay in the drill rod 
box which is advanced accordingly. Both the rod loading and connecting of the drill string are fully 
automatic. The rod box has the capacity to store 70, 3 m long drill rods, to give an impressive  
working distance of 210 m. From a pilot bore of 115 mm diameter, pipes up to a diameter of 500 
mm can be installed, subject to ground conditions, with 300 m bore lengths being possible. 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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The new one piece, power unit hood 
offers easy and safe access to the 
power unit and all hydraulic  
components. GRUNDODRILL’s 
manually controlled hydraulic override 
system is also housed here. Should the 
rigs 12 V power supply be interrupted, 
full rig control is assured and work in 
progress can be completed without 
delay. With the rigs extremely slim 
profile, just 2 m wide, and variable 
mast angle inclination, from 0o to 30o, 
drilling is possible in the tightest  
locations. The drill stem axis is  
positioned 900 mm in from the side, to 
allow drilling work in close proximity 
to walls or hedgerows etc.  

The drilling process is controlled via 
twin multifunction joysticks positioned to operate and control all functions whilst settings and  
real-time values are monitored on the GRUNDODRILL’s revolutionary space saving colour display 
function screen. Remote, real-time telemetry, diagnostic and service menu operator support is a 
standard feature 

The GRUNDODRILL 15N work cab offers air conditioning, a floor heater, two external  
illuminating lamps, yellow warning beacon, colour function display screen, drilling data recording, 
ergonomic operator seat, joystick control, radio/CD, an opening window and a panoramic view of 
the whole drilling process.   

A Perkins (106 kW/142 hp) power unit ensures maximum thrust, pullback and rotational values 
are met with ease, whilst powering the 320 l/min on board high pressure Bentonite pump. Power to 
all individual functions is simply set and controlled via the function screen, ensuring power  
distribution where and when required. 

Drill rod exchange is fully automatic as is the open top rod breakout system. The fully automatic 
back reaming process, reduces operator fatigue and overall job times. The rubber coated steel 
tracked undercarriage, five position impact anchor unit, plus twin front and rear stabilisers ensure rig 
stability and minimum set up times. All of this significantly reduces the auxiliary (non drilling) 
function times. 

The space saving MA07 mud system is designed for continuous drilling, without interruption. It’s 
2 x 4,000 l tanks provide this capability. One tank supplies Bentonite drilling fluid, to the drill rig at 
a rate of 550 l/min, whilst, simultaneously, the second tank of fluid is prepared by the 1,500 l/min 
rotary mixing pump, in just three minutes. Both pumps are powered by a direct drive Hatz silent 
23.5 kW diesel power unit. This innovative power drive completely excludes the need for an  
additional hydraulic power system. It requires significantly less space and hydraulic pumps, hoses 
and valves are eliminated.  

The TT Group’s new GRUNDODRILL 15N will be on display at the forthcoming SED Exhibition 
between 13 – 15 May on stand 720 Avenue R. Website: www.tracto-technik.com 
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SMALL FOOTPRINT BURSTER REPLACES FAILED  
PITCH FIBRE PIPE ON A DIFFICULT ACCESS  
SITE IN CORNWALL 

U  Mole (a division of VP plc) of Gt Gransden 
Cambridgeshire was recently involved in a 

project for the replacement of a failed 150 mm (6 in) 
diameter pitch fibre pipe in the town of St Austell, 
Cornwall using pipe bursting techniques. The pipe 
bursting work was undertaken by Truro-based 
Clear-Flow Ltd, which was operating on behalf of 
South West Water (SWW) the main client for the 
project.  

Investigations by SWW to locate areas of risk or 
failure had indicated that over 200 m of 150 mm (6 
in) diameter pitch fibre pipe was in a serious state of 
collapse and in urgent need of replacement. The 
pitch fibre pipe, which was suffering with major 
ovality over much of the pipe length, runs at depths 
between 1 and 3 m beneath residential back gardens 
in the Homebush area of St Austell. This meant that 
there was almost no access for mechanical  
excavation equipment.  

Having considered the limited options available for the work, SWW decided to utilise pipe  
bursting to replace the failed pitch fibre pipe in-situ. The pitch fibre pipe was to be replaced with 
160 mm diameter, 750 mm long SDR17 sectional PE pipe from Demco, using a PB30 small  
footprint pipe bursting unit provided by U Mole.  

To complete the project in St Austell, Clear-Flow planned to undertake five individual bursting 
runs. As this was the contractors’ first major use of the PB30 system, Matt Russum, systems  
engineer with U Mole, initially attended the site to offer onsite training and familiarisation of the 
machine to the Clear-Flow crews.  

Whilst all the works were located in relative homogeneous clay soils, the limited equipment access 
meant that all start and reception pits for the bursting operation had to be hand excavated and  
reinstated. As well as the bursting operations pits, all junction locations were also hand excavated 
after the new PE pipe had been installed to allow replacement of the lateral joints with clayware 
connections.  

Commenting on the operations, Tom Grey of Clear-Flow said: “We were working in relative good 
clay soils and the PB30 pulled the bursting head and the new pipe through the ground quite easily. 
We have been delighted with the performance of the PB30 and its size and power have allowed us to 
complete a project which would otherwise have been extremely difficult and potentially disruptive 
to local residents, given the lack of access to the old sewer. I am sure there will be further  
opportunities to utilise a system such as this in the future.” 

Whilst the PB30 has the capacity to complete burst lengths of up to 60 m, all bursts across the St 
Austell site averaged around 40 m long. This was apart from bursts four and five which covered a 
length in excess of 40 m. This section was sub-divided into two 20 m long bursts to ensure ease of 
completion and to enable the crew to utilise one single central start pit and two smaller reception 
pits at either end to complete the length. As an example of the production capacity of the PB30, the 

first bursting operation completed was a 38 m run 
which, once the site was established, took less 
than 3 hours to complete.  

Commenting for SWW Clive Burley, project 
leader said: “After locating the sewer at risk we 
instructed Clear-Flow with the task of replacing 
the defective system. To minimise any disruption 
to our customers a No-Dig option was planned 
and undertaken quickly by Clear-Flow, preventing 
any further blockages or flooding events.” 

ONLINE PIPE REPLACEMENT 
For General Information on Bursting, Reaming, Cracking, Eating and Pulling click here 
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Typical sections of the collapsed pitch 
fibre pipe being replaced by Pipe Bursting 
using a Hammerhead PB30 machine in 
St Austell Cornwall. Note ovality in the 
failed pipe sections particularly in the 
pipe to the right hand side. 

The PB30 machine set up to pipe burst in one of 
the start pits. 
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PB30 
The PB30 is a compact pipe bursting system 
that has been specifically designed for the  
replacement of small diameter sewers and  
laterals with minimum surface disruption and 
disturbance to the operation locality and any 
residents or businesses in the area. 

Producing up to 28 t of pullback using a  
special compact steel cable, the PB30 can be 
broken into several easily manageable  
components to ease transport/assembly in  
difficult access locations and even manholes 
where large enough. 

The use of the compact cable together with 
the compact bursting heads and integral pipe 
towing head enables the PB30 to burst in-line 
bends up to and including 45o without problem. 
Hydraulic power can be provided by an  
independent power pack, or even a backhoe on 
site if access is available. 

Advantages of the system include: Reduced 
pit size (if any when using existing manholes) 
and therefore reduced surface disturbance; 
Compact size, it can fit through a 750 mm wide 
doorway; the system breaks down into  
manageable sections; it can burst around 45o 
bends; it can achieve both size-for-size or up-
size bursting; and can be remote-controlled by 
the operator. 

 
OTHER  EQUIPMENT 
U Mole is the approved UK distributor for Earth Tool equipment and offers their full range of  
products for trenchless installation and pipeline replacement for either sale or hire. These include: 
Active and standard head HAMMERHEAD™ impact moles (earth piercing tools),  

HAMMERHEAD™ ramming hammers, 
other HYDROBURST™ rod-based,  
hydraulic pipe bursting systems and the  
PORTABURST™ cable-based, hydraulic 
pipe burster range. 

The company also represents The Robbins 
Company in respect of the Robbins SBU 
(Small Boring Unit) product line, including 
provision of all spares and consumables 
within the SBU range. The territory across 
which U Mole acts in this capacity includes: 
France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark,  
Sweden, Norway, UK and Eire. 

U Mole also supplies trenchless and  
limited dig equipment including: vacuum 
excavation systems, coring equipment for 
keyhole technology, Pipe to Site coiled pipe 
trailers, Acuster plastic pipe fusing systems, 
Rotair compressors, Reed Tools and a  
complete range of accessories such as pipe 
Cobra flexible rodding, towing heads, cable 
socks, pipe pigs, swivels, breakaway  
connectors. Website: www.umole.co.uk 

ONLINE PIPE REPLACEMENT 
For General Information on Bursting, Reaming, Cracking, Eating and Pulling click here 
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A pipe bursting run is completed with the 
arrival of the bursting head at an access 

The sectional pipe used to replace the failed 
pitch fibre pipe is laid out for the pull-in  
operation. 
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TRAINING – THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL PRODUCT APPLICATION 

U  Mole (a division of VP plc) of Gt Gransden Cambridgeshire 
has over two decades established an excellent reputation for its 

various products and customer service in both the hire and sales 
sectors of the underground and utility construction industries. 

U Mole is the UK distributor for Earth Tool equipment, Robbins 
SBU (Small Boring Unit) product line, the range of MTS and  
Vac-Tron vacuum units and a variety of trenchless and limited dig 
equipment. 

 
TRAINING 
Whilst the company enjoys its position as a reputable supplier, there 
is always one aspect of the supply chain that is often overlooked. No 
matter how good or what the capabilities of the equipment might be 
in the field, it is only as good as the operator working it. This is 
where U Mole’s true commitment to its customers and product lines 
comes to the fore. 

No matter whether the equipment is as simple as a coiled cable 
trailer or as sophisticated as a Small Boring Unit, U Mole strives to 
ensure that all clients have access to appropriate training in the  
correct operation and handling of each unit. This is achieved by 
ensuring that the company’s own workforce and sales teams are 
fully conversant with the technology themselves. U Mole invests 
heavily in its own personnel training and product certification so 
that the fullest possible familiarisation training can be given to  
clients and their operations teams. 

U Mole has had its support staff trained by its OEM suppliers in Germany, the USA and across the 
UK, to ensure that when they are working with clients, all aspects of a unit’s operation can be  
covered, from basic operating instructions to the most detailed aspects of health & safety at work 
using the machine. 

One recent example was the training of the Hammerhead Mole Servicing team at Electro-Services 
Ltd. Electro-Services’ fitters Tom Johnson and Andy Saunders, based at the Pulloxhill head office, 
were trained by U Mole’s Matt Russum on the maintenance regime required for Hammerhead Mole 
units. Unlike some other types of moling equipment available on the market, Hammerhead Moles 
require no specialist tools or solvent cleaners/adhesives to complete routine service. As such all 
Hammerhead moles can be fully serviced are fully serviceable in either the workshop or on site by 
service fitters without the need to return them to the OEM, something which Electro Services found 
expensive with other manufacturers equipment. The Electro-Services training took place in February 
2008 with both participants successfully completing the course and passing a 40 question  
assessment test. 

As well as training on its installation and replacement equipment, U Mole also provides training 
for its support equipment. An example of this was training in the use and application of coil pipe 
trailers which took place with client J Murphy & Sons Ltd over a period of five days at various local 
depots operated by the company across the Midlands. On-site training, with the use of both audio-
visual aids in the classroom and hands on training with the trailers themselves was undertaken by 

some 141 of Murphy’s staff from  
Coalville, Birmingham, Kettering, Scun-
thorpe and Dinnington. The training  
sessions for Murphy covered both 125 and 
180 trailer models and included all safety 
aspects of using the trailers, checking the 
trailer was is good order prior to loading, 
loading pipe onto the trailers and making 
sure the pipe was secured for  
transportation. Murphy issued the trained 
staff its own certificate of training once 
they completed the course. 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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Training the trainers on pipe coil  
trailers at Uponor’s Blackwell site. 

Matt Russum, of U Mole 
Ltd, presenting training 
certificates to Tom  
Johnson and Andy  
Saunders of  
Electro-Services Ltd upon 
the successful completion 
of the Hammerhead Mole 
training course. 
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U Mole also offers a facility to ‘train the trainers’. This was the case recently when U Mole’s 
Frank Gowdy and Frank Bucknall undertook a one day training course with Uponor, the widely 
recognised pipe manufacturer, at its Blackwell site near Alfreton. Uponor is a certified training  
company which instructs client companies in the use and application of pipe systems. Recently the 
company has started to include in its training course all aspects of handling pipe with pipe coil  
trailers. As a major provider of pipe coil trailers in the UK plastic pipe market, U Mole was engaged 
by Uponor to ensure that its own training staff are fully competent in the handling and use of coil 
trailers so that they in turn could pass this information onto their own pipe purchasing clients.  
Aspects such as Health & Safety of operators, safety features of the pipe coil trailers themselves, the 
correct loading and securing procedures were all covered in the one day, enabling Uponor’s staff the 
facility to go on to train end users of the pipes and trailers as necessary. 

Commenting for U Mole, Russell Fairhurst, managing director said: “It has always been the  
company philosophy that simply supplying equipment was not enough. Our equipment in the hands 
of the insufficiently trained could at best be very inefficient and at worst dangerous for both those 
working the site and passers-by. We offer full training on all our product range no mater how simple 
the unit may seem. Backing up our company’s product line we have over two decades of experience 
from which have gained an intimate knowledge of the safest, most efficient and cost-effective way 
in which to operate our equipment. This knowledge we are happy to pass on to customers.” Website: 
www.umole.co.uk 
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UKSTT AND WESTRADE ON THE ROAD WITH TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY 

T he NO-DIG ROAD SHOW has successfully completed its 2008 tour with 
events having taken place in Livingston, Belfast and Dublin. All the events 

were well attended by local industry personnel and the programme collectively 
attracted more than 300 industry delegates. 

The launch event was held in Livingston and was sponsored by Scottish Water 
who invited a number of its own personnel, as well as local contractors and  
consulting engineers. The programme was opened by Chris Toop, Infrastructure 
Manager, who provided an overview of Scottish Water’ infrastructure programme 
and highlighted the importance of adopting trenchless techniques to enhance the 
quality of engineering works, as well as improving customer satisfaction. 

A range of technical papers were featured at each of the venues on topics  
including: 

Electronic trial holes; Keyhole technology and vacuum excavation; Innovative 
jacking pipe products for oil refinery pipeline rehabilitation solutions; Intelligent 

pipe bursting and Close-fit PE  
lining technologies. 

In addition, two presentations of local interest were included in the Belfast and 
Dublin programmes– a presentation jointly by Dublin City Council and RPS on the 
Dublin Water Mains Rehabilitation Project, highlighting how this major  
refurbishment project has achieved a significant reduction in water leakage – and 
The Belfast Sewer Tunnel Project - another major project to rehabilitate Belfast’s 
ageing sewer system as well as installing stormwater management systems. 

The exhibitions featured a total of 20 companies across the programme and  
company representatives were kept busy during the breaks, discussing their wide 
range of products with delegates and visitors. 

Commenting on the ROAD SHOW, Caroline Prescot, of organisers Westrade 
Group said, “The first ever NO-DIG ROAD SHOW was held in 1988 and it is  

gratifying that this concept is still being so well received after 20 years. Our thanks go to all our exhibitors for their support and 
of course those who attended the events”. 

When asked to comment on the series of events a number of exhibitors responded very favourably. For exhibitor CJ Kelly  
Associates Ltd, Martyn Kelly said: “The Livingston event went particularly well for us with significant interest in our UV lining 
system from delegates from Scottish Water.” 

For pipe manufacturer Naylor Drainage Simon Marsh commented: “These events were very good for us with significant  
interest and potential business arising from the delegates. One excellent aspect of the shows was that delegates were very high 
quality with a major interest in trenchless technology and a need to know what it could bring to their business. Visitors were also 
varied in their fields of interest with not only contractors but also engineers, specifiers, consultants etc passing through the stand.” 

TT Ireland’s representative Billie Turner, who attended the Ireland shows said: “Both Belfast and Dublin Road Shows were 
well organised and attended.  The delegates were attentive and hungry for knowledge of the benefits the adoption of Trenchless 
methods offers them. TT Ireland would like to thank the organisers and all who attended – it was excellent.” 

Insituform Technologies Ltd also attended the three shows. John Beech, business development manager for the company,  
commented: “The shows were very well organised with very good quality attendees with, I think, both visitors and exhibitors 
benefiting from their attendance. We are looking forward to the next series of shows.”  

The NO-DIG ROAD SHOW 2008 programme was organised by Westrade Group in conjunction with UKSTT who compiled 
the technical seminar programmes. NO-DIG LIVE 2008 to be held 23-25 September at Stoneleigh Park is under the same  
management. For more information visit www.westrade.co.uk 

UKSTT 
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WESSEX WATER ENTERTAINS JAPANESE DIGNITARY  
WITH TECHNOLOGY OPEN DAY 

F or decades one of the main thrusts of trenchless  
technologists across the globe has been to establish the 

interchange of information on techniques, methodologies,  
products and equipment between companies and countries. In 
this spirit of sharing experiences, Wessex Engineering &  
Construction Services (WECS) recently organised a technology 
discussion and information exchange on 10 and 11 April 2008. 

The event was organised in response to a request from ISTT 
chairman Dec Downey who was hosting a visit to the UK by 
Tanaka Shuji, executive director of the Japan Sewer Collection 
System Maintenance Association (JASCOMA) 

Both days of the event were similar in content with a series of 
presentations being made by product and service providers to 
Wessex Water covering the types of asset management systems 
and renovation technologies used by them on WECS projects. 

Accompanying the presentations were a selection of outdoor 
displays of equipment and techniques from a number of the 
companies presenting papers. 

 
PRESENTATIONS 
After a short introduction by Julian Britton of WECS, Mr  
Tanaka made a short announcement outlining his reasons for 
visiting the UK which centred on his understanding that the UK 
water industry, in particular, was one of the leading industries 
in the world when looking at sewer pipe management. He went 
on to say that he saw no better region to visit for networking 
opportunities and to improve his knowledge of what products 
and technologies are currently available to the sewer  
maintenance industry that may have application in Japan. 

For WECS, Julian Britton outlined the type of work being currently undertaken by Wessex Water 
in the sewer sector. Julian also highlighted the efforts currently being made by Wessex Water to 
minimise the impact of its works on the general public, businesses and traffic with an emphasis on 
utilising trenchless techniques wherever appropriate, technically feasible and cost effective.  
Applications such as CIPP lining, UV lining, infiltration sealing (with both material liners and gel 
sealing at joints), lateral seals (both mechanical and chemical), pipe bursting, patch bursting and 
keyhole access where just some of the techniques discussed. Julian also emphasised Wessex Water’s 
focus on the socio-economic impact of its works which has become a significant part of its planning 
strategy. 

Following Julian, Matt Wheeldon, Head of Waste Water for Wessex Water, outlined the company 
strategy of planning for its waste water networks operations and maintenance. The company  
approach is in the process of change because, whilst adhering to the requirements of OFWAT in 
terms of reporting the state of its sewer networks and the company’s maintenance and repair  
programme according to current legislation, Wessex Water is now looking at introducing a new 
method of analysis.  

Following this technology presentations were given by: Aqualiner Ltd, which presented attendees 
with a first look at its new thermoplastic lining technology; Infotec Consulting, covering buried  

service mapping techniques in particular the PipeTrack 
self-contained 3D mapping system; Onsite/Perco, 
which covered the organisations systems for the lining 
of pressure pipes and rising mains; Prokasro, which 
manufactures a wide variety of robotic cutter systems, 
robotic traction units, lateral sealing systems and UV 
light trains; Sdi-unistride, which highlighted its gel 
sealing system for failed pipe joints; TubeTech, which 
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Top: Mr Tanaka Shuji listens 
intently during one of the  
presentations at the Wessex 
Water open day. 
Bottom: Attendees inspect the 
Prokasro robotics display 
(inset Mr Tanaka questions 
Prokasro’s managing director 
about specific products). 

Aqualiner demonstrates its new liner technique with 
(inset) attendees inspecting the finished product. 
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specialises in specific pipeline cleaning and inspection  
apparatus particularly aimed at the more demanding and  
difficult projects. 

Presentations were followed by lunch prior to visiting the 
external exhibitions laid on by some of the participating  
companies. These included a selection of robotics for UV 
lining, laterals repairs and remote cutting works from  
Prokasro; a demonstration by Sdi-unistride of its latest gel 
sealing technique for pipe joints; a static display of Onsite/
Perco’s pressure pipe lining system; and a display of 
Aqualiner’s new thermoplastic liner being installed in a test 
pipe. 

Day two of the event, which was basically a repeat of day 
one in terms of the presentations and the demonstrations, saw 
visits to the Wessex Water site from neighbouring water 
companies including: Southern Water, Thames Water and 
representatives of civil engineering contractor Edmund  
Nuttall (which undertakes contracting operations for South West Water). Commenting on the two 
day event Julian Britton, Senior Engineer of WECS said: “We were delighted to receive Mr Tanaka 
and share our aspirations for the future of ‘no dig’ through the innovation shown by our colleagues. 
We have agreed to build an ongoing relationship through the valuable interface provided by the 
UKSTT and the international family of the ISTT led by Dec Downey. We also wish to thank John 
Castle, executive secretary of the ISTT for all his help and wish him all the best in his retirement.”  
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Mr Tanaka (centre) inspects the 
Onsite/Perco static display of its 
pressure pipe liner with Bryan 
Lord (Onsite) left and Julian 
Britton (WECS) right.  
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2008 
 

April 30 - May 1 
GeoDrilling 2008 - Peterborough, UK 
Details from: www.geodrillingshow.com 
 

May 5-9 
IFAT 2008 - Munich, Germany 
Details from: www.ifat.de 
 

May 13-15 
SED 2008 - Corby, UK 
Details from: www.sed.co.uk 
 

May 15-17 
No-Dig India 2008 (Trenchless Technology Applications in JnNURM) - New Delhi, India 
Details from: www.indstt.org 
 

May 20-22 
IWEX 2008 - Birmingham, UK (alongside SustainabilityLive 2008) 
Details from: www.iwex.co.uk  
 

June 3-6 
International No-Dig 2008 - Moscow, Russian Federation.  
Details from: SIBICO International . Contact: www.nodig2008.ru  
 

CityPipe-2008 - Moscow, Russian Federation 
Details from: SIBICO International . Contact: www.citypipe.ru 
 

June 16-19 
GPR2008 - University of Birmingham, UK 
Details from: www.gpr2008.org.uk 
 

September 23-25 
No Dig Live 2008 - Stoneleigh, UK 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

September 30 - October 3 
Aquatech 2008 - Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Details from: www.amsterdam.aquatechtrade.com 
 

November 25-28 
Bauma China - Shanghai, China. 
Details from: www.bauma-china.com  
 

December 4-7 
CONEXPO Asia 2008 - Guangzhou, China.  
Details from: www.conexpoasia.com 
 
2009 
April 20-25 
Intermat 2009 - Paris, France 
Details from: www.intermat.fr 
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